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2019 Latest Braindump2go CCNA Service Provider 640-878 SPNGN2 Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following
are some new 640-878 Exam Questions:1.|2019 Latest 640-878 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/640-878.html2.|2019 Latest 640-878 Exam Questions & Answers Instant
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNVm1SMFBqbjlzbEU?usp=sharingNew QuestionWhich number
range is allocated to private Autonomous Systems by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority?A. 65535 to 65545B. 64535 to
64536C. 64512 to 65535D. 65535 to 66001E. 63512 to 64535Answer: CNew QuestionWhich of the following commands
would be used to prevent a switchport from processing Bridge Protocol Data Units?A. switch(config)#bpdu filter enableB.
switch(config)#no bpdu enableC. switch(config-if)#spanning-tree bpdufilter enableD. switch(config-if)#no spanning-tree bpdu
filter enableE. switch(config-if)#spanning-tree bpdu guardAnswer: CNew QuestionWhich commands will configure the spanning
tree operating mode that can group multiple VLANs in a single domain?A. switch(config)#spanning-tree mode pvstB.
switch(config)#spanning-tree mode rstpC. switch(config)#spanning-tree mode rapid-pvstD. switch(config)#spanning-tree mode
mstE. switch(config)#spanning-tree mode mst-plusAnswer: DNew QuestionA customer has created a new VLAN for the subnet
that was allocated to them. Computers on the subnets can ping their default gateway, but they cannot ping devices in the other
subnet. What is most likely the problem?A. Firewall on the Provider Edge is blocking accessB. InterVLAN routing is not
configuredC. BGP has not been configured with the Provider Edge routerD. VLAN Switched Virtual Interface is in a down state
Answer: BNew QuestionWhich command configures a switchport to connect only a host device in VLAN 301?A. switchport
access vlan 301B. switchport mode trunk vlan 301C. switchport mode access vlan 301D. switchport vlan 301Answer: ANew
QuestionWhich two commands are required to configure an access port for both voice VLAN 20 and data VLAN 30? (Choose
two.)A. switchport mode access 30B. switchport data vlan 30C. switchport access data 20D. switchport access data 30E.
switchport access vlan 30F. switchport mode voice 20G. switchport voice vlan 20Answer: EGNew QuestionRefer to the
exhibit. Which three commands are required on interface fastethernet 5/6 in order to create a trunk link between another Cisco
Catalyst Switch? (Choose three.) A. no shutdownB. switchport mode trunkC. encapsulation trunkD. switchport trunk
encapsulation dot1QE. switchport trunk enableF. no switchportG. interface fastethernet 5/6 trunkH. switchport trunk allow
dot1QAnswer: ABDNew QuestionA customer has been allocated a new VLAN on a new Layer 3 switch. After configuring the
Switched Virtual Interface, what additional two configurations are required to ensure the switch can route packets to the Internet
through a gateway with IP address of 209.165.200.250? (Choose two.)A. IP default-gateway 209.165.200.250B. IP routingC.
IP route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 209.165.200.250D. IP routing 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 209.165.200.250E. IP networkingAnswer: BCNew
QuestionRefer to the partial Cisco IOS-XR configuration. What is the purpose of the for PFX to PEER command?!mpls
ldplabeladvertisedisablefor PFX to PEER!<output omitted>!A. To selectively enable LDP peering(s) with specific neighborsB.
To selectively disable LDP peering(s) with specific neighborsC. To perform outbound filtering for local label advertisement for
one or more prefixes to one or more peersD. To perform inbound filtering for local label advertisement for one or more prefixes
from one or more peersAnswer: CNew QuestionWhat does the command 'rep admin vlan 100' accomplish?A. confines flooding
of REP messages to VLAN 100B. reserves REP admin VLAN to 100 so that no REP messages are sent on VLAN 100C. forces
VLAN 100 into a REP block stateD. this is an invalid commandAnswer: ANew QuestionAfter configuring Q-in-Q on a new
interface, the customer has requested that the IOS version and remote model also be viewable via the trunk. What additional
command would need to be applied to both sides of the Q-in-Q trunk?A. l2protocol-tunnel cdpB. l2protocol-tunnel stpC.
l2protocol-tunnel vtpD. l2protocol-tunnel lldpE. l2protocol-tunnel odrAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest 640-878
Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/640-878.html2.|2019 Latest 640-878 Study Guide
Video Instant Download: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=8j0vVPMpcCk
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